Randomized Trial Examining the Effect of a 12-wk Exercise Program on Hedonic Eating
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ABSTRACT

UNICK, J. L., S. I. DUNSIGER, T. LEBLOND, K. HAHN, J. G. THOMAS, A. M. ABRANTES, L. R. STROUD, and R. R. WING. Randomized Trial Examining the Effect of a 12-wk Exercise Program on Hedonic Eating. Med. Sci. Sports Exerc., Vol. 53, No. 8, pp. 1638–1647, 2021. Nonhomeostatic (or hedonic) eating can be detrimental to weight control efforts, yet the effect of exercise on hedonic eating is unclear. Purpose: This efficacy trial tests the hypothesis that exercise training favorably affects hedonic eating (i.e., overeating, stress-induced overeating, disinhibited eating, eating when tempted), in a sample of women who are overweight or obese. Methods: Participants were inactive at baseline, self-identified as “stress eaters,” and were randomized to 12 wk of moderate-intensity exercise training (EX; combination of supervised and objectively confirmed unsupervised sessions) or to a no-exercise control condition (CON). EX participants were given an exercise goal of 200 min wk superset. No dietary instructions or weight control strategies were provided. Assessments occurred at baseline and 12 wk. Overeating episodes, stress-induced overeating, and dietary temptations were measured over 1 d at each assessment using ecological momentary assessment. Disinhibition and dietary restraint were assessed via a questionnaire. Results: Forty-nine participants (age, 40.4 ± 10.8 yr; body mass index, 32.4 ± 4.1 kg m−2) enrolled, and 39 completed this study. Adherence to the exercise intervention was high (99.4% of all prescribed exercise). At week 12, the proportion of eating episodes that were characterized as overeating episodes was lower in EX versus CON (21.98% in EX vs 26.62% in control; P = 0.001). Disinhibition decreased in EX but not in CON (P = 0.02) and was driven by internal factors. There was a trend such that CON was more likely to give into dietary temptations (P = 0.08). Stress-induced overeating was low and did not differ between conditions (P = 0.61). Conclusions: Exercise training reduced the likelihood of overeating and eating in response to internal cues in women who self-identified as stress eaters. This may be one pathway by which exercise affects body weight. Key Words: WEIGHT CONTROL, OVEREATING, EXERCISE, EATING BEHAVIORS, PHYSICAL ACTIVITY, ECOLOGICAL MOMENTARY ASSESSMENT (EMA)

Eating behaviors are controlled by both homeostatic (i.e., eating to restore energy balance) and hedonic pathways (i.e., reward-based and pleasure seeking) (1). Hedonic regulation of food intake often overrides homeostatic cues (2) and can be detrimental for weight control (3,4). Furthermore, stress, negative emotions, and aversive mood states can also lead to overeating and excess energy intake, hindering weight control efforts (5,6). Currently, it is unclear whether exercise can buffer against these effects.

Exposure to highly palatable foods, or thoughts of these foods, can produce strong emotional states (e.g., feelings of deprivation if the food is not eaten, internal discomfort, and cravings and urges to eat) (1,7–10). Conversely, the consumption of highly palatable foods can induce feelings of pleasure and reward, making this a common coping mechanism when experiencing food cravings and aversive mood states (1,11–13). Furthermore, stress and negative emotions can intensify the hedonic drive to eat and result in overeating or disinhibited eating (i.e., tendency to overeat in response to cognitive or emotional cues). Increased food cravings, an inability to resist dietary temptations, disinhibited eating, and frequent overeating of this nature could contribute to weight gain over time. Thus, from a clinical perspective, it is important to investigate factors that could help combat these aversive mood states and hedonic urges to eat.

One factor that may help buffer against the effect of stress and negative mood states on overeating is exercise. Previous research indicates that high levels of exercise are associated with less weight gain over time (14), yet these mechanisms are poorly understood. The traditional view is that exercise is important from a weight control perspective given that it results in an increase in energy expenditure. Although this is certainly one pathway through which exercise can directly influence
body weight, it is also possible that exercise indirectly affects body weight through its effect on psychological or behavioral constructs implicated in eating behaviors. For example, in the addiction field, exercise has been shown to improve abstinence rates and cravings for drugs and alcohol via mechanisms unrelated to energy expenditure (15–17). These psychosocial mechanisms warrant further consideration in the weight control field.

Prior studies, including randomized trials, indicate that exercise training or regular physical activity improves mood (18,19); reduces anxiety, depression, and stress (18,20), (21–24); and improves one’s ability to cope with stress (21). A separate body of literature suggests that greater stress, exposure to stress, or daily hassles are associated with unhealthy food choices, increased snacking, overeating, wanting for unhealthy foods, and weight gain over time (25–29) (30,31). However, despite findings that stress and anxiety lead to overeating and poor dietary choices (28,30–32), and a separate body of literature demonstrating that exercise reduces stress and anxiety (18,20,21), it is unclear whether exercise training can reduce dietary temptations, food cravings, and overeating episodes. A greater understanding of the effect of exercise on disinhibited eating and overeating may be particularly important for individuals with overweight or obesity, as they are more prone to hedonic-driven eating (30).

This randomized trial uses ecological momentary assessment (EMA) to test the primary hypotheses that relative to a no exercise control condition, 12 wk of moderate-intensity exercise will reduce overeating episodes and stress-induced overeating among a sample of inactive women, with overweight or obesity, who endorsed stress eating. Furthermore, secondary hypotheses were that exercise training would reduce food cravings, dietary temptations, and dietary disinhibition, and improve eating-related self-control (i.e., the ability to resist eating the food when exposed to a dietary temptation).

**METHODS**

**Participants**

To be eligible for this study, individuals needed to be female, be between the ages of 18 and 60 yr, have a body mass index (BMI) of 25–40 kg·m⁻², own a smartphone, and be inactive, defined as self-reported moderate-intensity exercise <60 min·wk⁻¹ over the past 6 months. Furthermore, participants had to endorse some degree of stress-induced overeating and thus were only eligible if they reported eating “more than usual” or “much more than usual” when they experienced moderate or extreme levels of stress, as assessed via phone screen. This study was limited to women, given that stress-induced eating is more likely to occur in women compared with men (33,34). Individuals with a limited ability to exercise, recent weight loss, current enrollment in a weight loss program, recent pregnancy, history of heart disease or diabetes, and recent cancer diagnosis or treatment; those taking β-blockers; or those with other factors that would likely limit their ability to participate in the study (e.g., severe psychiatric conditions, terminal illness, orthopedic conditions that would limit exercise, and plans to move out of the area during the study period) were excluded from this study. Furthermore, before randomization, participants had to be willing to get a gym membership (for which they were reimbursed), if they did not already have one before enrolling in the study.

**Study Design**

All eligible participants were instructed to wear an objective physical activity monitor (Sensewear Armband; Body Media, Inc, Pittsburgh, PA) for 14 d while simultaneously completing the EMA protocol described hereinafter. To be eligible, participants were required to demonstrate compliance to wearing the armband (≥5 d and ≥10 h·d⁻¹) and completing the EMA surveys (≥80% of all surveys). Assessments of height, weight, fitness, and various questionnaire measures were also completed at baseline. Participants were matched on BMI and randomized to a 12-wk exercise condition (EX) or delayed exercise condition, which served as the control comparison group (CON). Neither EX nor CON participants were provided with any instructions regarding their diet. All baseline measures were also completed at 12 wk. Informed consent was obtained from all participants before enrollment, and all study procedures were approved by The Miriam Hospital’s Institutional Review Board.

**Treatment Conditions**

**Exercise condition.** Participants randomized to EX received a 12-wk exercise training program that consisted of both supervised exercise sessions and home-based (unsupervised) exercise. The exercise prescription started at 100 min·wk⁻¹ of moderate-intensity exercise (week 1) and quickly progressed to 200 min·wk⁻¹ (weeks 3–12). Given that this was an efficacy trial, it was important that participants achieved levels of exercise consistent with national guidelines (≥150 min·wk⁻¹ of moderate-intensity exercise); thus, an exercise prescription above this recommended threshold was chosen to better ensure this magnitude of exercise was achieved, even if participants fell short of the prescribed exercise goal. During the first 4 wk, participants attended two supervised exercise visits per week (weeks 1–2: 30 min per visit; weeks 3–4: 40 min per visit), and during weeks 5–12, they attended one supervised exercise visit per week (50 min per visit). Supervised sessions were performed on an individual basis (i.e., not group based). During these sessions, participants had the option to use the treadmill or elliptical trainer. They also wore a Sensewear armband (which provides minute-by-minute MET values), and heart rate was assessed throughout the exercise session to ensure that they remained within the targeted heart rate range (64%–75% of age-predicted maximal heart rate). The remaining exercise was performed on their own, and participants kept activity logs and wore an armband to assess exercise duration and intensity during all home-based exercise sessions. Participants could choose any mode of exercise, as long as it was similar in intensity as that practiced during supervised sessions, and they were encouraged to spread the exercise over 4–5 d each week. Moreover, they were not provided with any behavioral strategies for increasing exercise and were simply instructed to exercise at an intensity
that was a similar intensity to that of supervised exercise sessions. They could use heart rate or the ratings of perceived exertion scale to gauge exercise intensity on their own. Self-reported exercise minutes and intensity were verified weekly using the armband data, and participants were compensated for achieving their prescribed exercise minute goal. They were provided $10 in cash for each week that they met their goal and were given a $50 bonus (in the form of a gift card) if they averaged ≥180 min·wk\(^{-1}\) over the 12-wk period as verified via the armband. To further facilitate achievement of the exercise minute goal, participants were required to have a gym membership and were reimbursed up to $40 per month for this expense.

**Delayed exercise condition.** Participants randomized to the delayed exercise condition (i.e., control condition; CON) were instructed not to change their exercise habits over the 12-wk period. However, to assist with retention, they were provided with the option to participate in the exercise intervention after the completion of their 12-wk assessment visit. Compensation was only provided for assessment measures during the initial 12-wk period, but CON participants were compensated in a similar manner to that of EX participants if they choose to participate in the exercise intervention after completion of the 12-wk assessment visit.

**Assessment Measures**

**Height, weight, and fitness.** Height was assessed at baseline and measured to the nearest millimeter using a stadiometer. Weight was assessed at baseline and 12 wk and measured to the nearest 0.1 kg using a digital scale. A graded exercise test to 75% of age-predicted maximal heart rate (220 – age) was conducted at baseline and 12 wk. Participants walked on a treadmill at 3.0 mph, and the incline of the treadmill increased every 3 min until the subject’s heart rate reached 75% of their age-predicted maximum. Total time on the treadmill was used to compare changes in fitness between treatment conditions.

**Objective assessment of physical activity.** All participants wore a Sensewear armband for 14 consecutive days at baseline and 12 wk (to coincide with the EMA monitoring period). This device was worn on the upper arm and has been shown to provide valid and reliable estimates of exercise intensity and energy expenditure via a unique combination of sensors (accelerometer, galvanic skin response, heat flux, and skin temperature) (35,36). Moderate-to-vigorous physical activity (MVPA) bouts were calculated as follows: ≥10 min of activity ≥3 metabolic equivalents. As a fidelity check, treatment groups were compared on 12-wk changes in bout-related MVPA.

**EMA protocol.** EMA was used to capture feeling states and eating behaviors in real time, overcoming known biases related to retrospective self-report and improving ecological validity (37). All participants were asked to respond to surveys via their smartphone for 14 d at baseline and 14 d at the end of the 12-wk period. Surveys were in the form of five semirandom prompts (i.e., occurring every 2–3 h) delivered between 8:00 AM and 10:00 PM via text message. Participants were instructed to respond to the survey as soon as possible upon receiving the text message, but they had 45 min to respond before it was considered a missed survey. At each prompt, participants were asked to respond to questions that asked about their stress and anxiety levels, dietary temptations, and eating and overeating episodes (see Table 1 for a list of questions). This EMA protocol followed standard procedures for assessing a combination of discrete (e.g., overeating) and continuous experiences (e.g., stress, anxiety, and dietary temptation) by using prompts delivered throughout waking hours to ensure coverage of overeating, while sampling the cognitive and emotional factors. Semirandom prompts were used, as opposed to participant-initiated event-contingent reporting to minimize reactivity (38).

**Questionnaire measures.** At baseline and 12 wk, participants completed the Three-Factor Eating Questionnaires (39). The Three-Factor Eating Questionnaires is a 51-item questionnaire developed to measure cognitive and behavioral components of eating behaviors. It has three subscales: dietary restraint (cognitive control over food intake), disinhibition (overeating in response to internal or external cues), and hunger (subjective feelings of hunger and food cravings). The restraint subscale can be further divided into rigid (dichotomous or “all-or-nothing” approach to eating) and flexible control (less strict approach to eating where foods are allowed in

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Statement/Question</th>
<th>Response Options or Coding</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stress</td>
<td>Right now I feel stressed.</td>
<td>Likert scale: 1 = not at all, 7 = very much so</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anxiety</td>
<td>Right now I feel anxious.</td>
<td>Likert scale: 1 = not at all, 7 = very much so</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food craving</td>
<td>Right now I am craving food.</td>
<td>Likert scale: 1 = strongly disagree, 7 = strongly agree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dietary temptation</td>
<td>Since the last prompt, a) I was tempted to overeat, b) I had a sudden urge to eat a tempting or forbidden food, c) I was exposed to tempting foods or beverages, or d) None of the above (check all that apply).</td>
<td>If response was a, b, or c, it was classified as a “dietary temptation.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intensity of temptation</td>
<td>What was the intensity of the temptation?</td>
<td>Likert scale: 1 = not strong at all, 10 = extremely strong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-control</td>
<td>Did you eat the tempting food? (only asked when a dietary temptation was reported)</td>
<td>If response was “no,” this was coded as “self-control exhibited.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eating episode</td>
<td>Have you eaten since the last prompt?</td>
<td>Response options: “yes” or “no”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overeating episode</td>
<td>If an eating episode occurred, participants were asked to check all that apply: a) I ate past the point of feeling full, b) I ate more than usual, c) I had unplanned eating (i.e., consumed food when I do not usually eat and was not making up for a missed meal, or d) None of the above.</td>
<td>If response was a, b, or c, it was classified as an “overeating episode.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stress-induced overeating episode</td>
<td>Any eating episode classified as “overeating” in which the participant reported a high stress score (≥5 on 1–7 Likert scale) on the previous prompt</td>
<td>Response options: “yes” or “no”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anxiety-driven overeating episode</td>
<td>Any eating episode classified as “overeating” in which the participant reported a high anxiety score (≥5 on 1–7 Likert scale) on the previous prompt</td>
<td>Response options: “yes” or “no”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Participants were not given explicit instructions for what constituted an eating episode. This was open to their discretion.**
limited quantities without feeling guilt), and the disinhibition subscale is further divided into external (the tendency to overeat in response to environmental cues) and internal disinhibition (tendency to overeat in response to negative emotional or cognitive cues) (40).

Power and Statistical Analyses

Power analysis. Power estimates for this trial were based on a sample size of \( n = 48 \) and an estimated attrition rate of 15%. Based on our previous pilot work, we conservatively estimated that there would be a minimum of 10 “overeating” episodes at baseline. Thus, we would have 80% power to detect a ≥20% reduction in the number of eating episodes characterized as overeating at week 12 (e.g., 10 overeating episodes at baseline to 8 overeating episodes at week 12). We anticipated that this would be equivalent to approximately a 400-kcal reduction over 10 d or 1200 kcal in 1 month, which would likely be clinically significant. Similarly, if 60% of overeating episodes were classified as “stress-induced overeating,” we would have 80% power to detect a ≥20% reduction in stress-induced overeating (e.g., 6 episodes at baseline to 4.8 episodes at week 12). The study ended up recruiting more than the anticipated sample size (\( n = 49 \)) but saw attrition rates greater than anticipated (20%). Furthermore, at baseline, there was an average of 8.5 overeating episodes (compared with the 10 anticipated), only 1 of which was stress induced. These differences amounted to a modest reduction in power (71% for stress-eating outcome and 78% for overeating outcome).

Statistical analysis plan. Between-group differences in baseline demographics, weight, physical activity levels, and EMA compliance were compared using \( \chi^2 \) tests (for categorical variables), t-tests (for continuous variables), and nonparametric methods as appropriate, and were reported as means ± SD. Similar methods were used to assess differences between study completers and noncompleters. For each of the outcome models, potential confounders were identified using correlation analysis; any variables correlated with both the predictor (e.g., group) and outcome (e.g., stress) at a model \( P < 0.10 \) level were included as covariates in the subsequent analyses.

Overall compliance rates to the supervised exercise sessions were calculated, along with mean minutes per week of self-reported and objectively measured minutes per week of MVPA. Between-group differences in armband compliance (mean number of days armband was worn for ≥10 h·d\(^{-1}\) during each monitoring period) were calculated and compared using t-tests. Repeated-measures ANOVA was used to assess between-group differences in exercise and fitness outcomes at follow-up controlling for baseline.

Treatment effects on stress, overeating episodes, and anxiety were examined using a series of longitudinal mixed-effects models (for continuous outcomes) and generalized estimating equations (GEE) with robust standard errors (for binary outcomes). Mixed-effects models included random intercepts (to account for repeated measures within participant over time) and assess both linear and nonlinear effects of time. Models adjusted standard errors for clustering of responses within participant within day within monitoring period. Models specified a logit link function. Models included specifications of time (a time-varying indicator of day, indexed by monitoring period).

Finally, moderators (e.g., BMI, stress, anxiety) of treatment effect (for each of the primary and secondary outcomes) were assessed using a parallel modeling strategy to that described previously (mixed-effects models and GEE as appropriate). Models included main effects of both group and the potential moderator, as well as the interaction between them.

All analyses were run on the intent-to-treat sample with all randomized participants included in the analysis. Models used a likelihood-based approach to estimation and thus made use of all observed data without directly imputing missing outcomes. Significance level was set at 0.05 \( a \) priori, and analysis was conducted using SPSS 24.0 and SAS 9.3.

RESULTS

Of the 49 participants randomized (EX: \( n = 25 \), CON: \( n = 24 \)), 39 completed the study (EX: \( n = 19 \), CON: \( n = 20 \); see CONSORT in Fig. 1). As shown in Table 2, EX and CON participants did not differ on any variables at baseline. However, those who completed the study had a lower weight (83.8 ± 12.0 vs 95.9 ± 10.0 kg; \( P = 0.005 \)) and BMI (31.6 ± 3.9 vs 35.5 ± 3.5 kg·m\(^{-2}\); \( P = 0.007 \)) at baseline, compared with those who did not complete the study. There were no differences between EX and CON completers.

Compliance to the Exercise Intervention

Among participants randomized to EX, compliance to the exercise intervention was high. Participants attended an average of 15.5 ± 1.1 out of 16 prescribed, supervised exercise sessions. Given the gradual progression of the prescribed exercise minutes, 100% compliance would equate to an average of 188 min·wk\(^{-1}\) of moderate-intensity PA over the 12-wk intervention period. On average, participants in this study self-reported 189.0 ± 26.6 min·wk\(^{-1}\) of bout-related MVPA and 186.8 ± 28.4 min·wk\(^{-1}\) were objectively confirmed via the armband (99.4% of the prescribed exercise). All participants achieved at least 75% of the prescribed exercise minutes, and the average MET value of all exercise performed was 4.5 ± 0.4 METs. Furthermore, on average, participants engaged in 4.0 ± 0.8 exercise bouts per week, which included supervised sessions and objectively confirmed unsupervised sessions that were at least 10 min in duration.

Between-Group Changes in Physical Activity, Fitness, and Weight at 12 wk

Compliance to wearing the armband was high at baseline (13.2 ± 1.7 d of ≥10 h·d\(^{-1}\) and 13.8 ± 1.2 h·d\(^{-1}\)) and 12 wk (11.3 ± 2.7 d and 13.9 ± 1.2 h·d\(^{-1}\)) and did not differ between treatment groups (\( P < 0.35 \)). As expected, the EX condition significantly increased bout-related MVPA from baseline to 12 wk (78.0 ± 66.9 to 231.4 ± 112.0 min·wk\(^{-1}\); \( P < 0.001 \)), whereas there was no change in MVPA among CON participants.
participants (53.8 ± 48.8 to 52.6 ± 88.5 min·wk\(^{-1}\); \(P = 0.92\)). Similarly, there was a significant time by treatment interaction such that those in the CON condition experienced no change in fitness (change: 0.00 ± 96.7 s), whereas those in the EX condition increased fitness by 125.2 ± 122.7 s at 12 wk (\(P = 0.001\)). Furthermore, weight change among EX participants was -1.1% ± 3.5% of initial body weight at 12 wk, whereas CON gained +0.4% ± 2.0% (\(P = 0.11\)). The effects of condition on fitness or percent weight change were not moderated by BMI (\(P > 0.31\)).

**Dietary Restraint and Disinhibition**

Baseline to 12-wk changes in dietary restraint and disinhibition are shown in Figure 2. There was a significant difference in mean disinhibition scores at 12 wk, with EX having lower mean scores compared with CON after controlling for baseline (\(P = 0.01\)). Parallel models suggest this pattern of findings held for internal but not external disinhibition (in which there were no significant effects). Moreover, results suggest significant (\(P = 0.01\)) effects of condition on dietary restraint and rigid control (\(P = 0.04\)) but not for flexible control (\(P = 0.07\)). In all measures of restraint, data indicated higher scores at 12 wk for EX versus CON after controlling for baseline. BMI was not a significant moderator of the effect of condition on restraint or disinhibition (\(P > 0.18\)).

**Measures Assessed via EMA**

Participants responded to 91.8% ± 6.6% of all EMA surveys at baseline and 83.7% ± 12.9% of surveys at 12 wk. On average, it took participants 3.17 ± 2.74 min to answer a survey and the average time between prompt delivery and response was 8.38 ± 10.16 min. Table 3 displays baseline descriptive measures of all EMA variables aggregated over the 14-d monitoring period and stratified by condition. On average, participants reported approximately 31 eating episodes, 8 overeating episodes, 1 stress-induced overeating episode, and 1 anxiety-induced overeating episode over the 14-d period. A little over 30% of the time, participants reported exhibiting self-control and not eating a tempting food when one was present. Mean stress and anxiety ratings were low

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exercise ((n = 25))</th>
<th>Control ((n = 24))</th>
<th>(P) Value for Difference between Groups</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age, yr</td>
<td>39.9 ± 11.7</td>
<td>41.0 ± 10.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMI, kg·m(^{-2})</td>
<td>32.5 ± 4.0</td>
<td>32.2 ± 4.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight, kg</td>
<td>86.5 ± 12.3</td>
<td>86.1 ± 12.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Caucasian</td>
<td>80.0%</td>
<td>66.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMA compliance, %</td>
<td>89.3 ± 7.8</td>
<td>92.0 ± 5.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bout-related MVPA, min·d(^{-1})</td>
<td>9.7 ± 9.1</td>
<td>7.9 ± 7.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sub-maximal fitness, s</td>
<td>351.4 ± 201.8</td>
<td>377.6 ± 272.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
(range, 2.17–2.75 on 1–7 Likert scale), and stress or anxiety was reported to be “high” (≥5 on 1–7 Likert scale) on only 14%–19% of answered prompts.

**Overeating.** There was a significant between-group difference in the unadjusted proportion of eating episodes that were characterized as overeating episodes in EX (21.98%) versus CON at 12 wk (26.62%; P = 0.001). The odds of having an overeating episode among EX participants were 0.58 times lower than CON’s at 12 wk (condition × time = −0.005, SE = 0.002, P = 0.01). Further investigation of the response options that were used to classify an eating episode as overeating (eating past feeling full, eating more than usual, unplanned eating) suggested that EX participants were reporting significantly less unplanned eating versus CON (condition × time = −0.01, SE = 0.002, P = 0.04). There were no significant effects of condition on “eating past point of being full” or “eating more than usual.” Finally, BMI was a significant moderator (P = 0.02) of the effect of exercise on overeating. Specifically, among those with higher BMI, there was less of an effect of exercise on the odds of overeating episodes; in other words, exercise training was more likely to reduce overeating among those with lower BMI.

**Stress and anxiety.** Mixed-effects models did not suggest differences between conditions over time on stress (when considered as a continuous outcome). However, models examining the effect of treatment group on high stress (scores ≥5) versus low stress (scores <5) suggested significant effects of group (P = 0.03). Specifically, the odds of a high stress score were significantly higher among EX participants versus CON at 12 wk (odds ratio (OR), 1.34; 95% confidence interval, −0.46 to 0.99). Finally, BMI was not a significant moderator of the intervention effect on stress (scores ≥5). However, it was a significant moderator of the exercise effect on anxiety outcomes (odds of scores ≥5; P = 0.002). That is, the effects of exercise on reducing “high” anxiety episodes were greater among those with a lower BMI. It should be

---

**TABLE 3. Summary of EMA-assessed variables over the 14-d monitoring period at baseline.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exercise</th>
<th>Control</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No. eating episodes</td>
<td>Baseline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 wk</td>
<td>32.16 ± 13.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. overeating episodes</td>
<td>Baseline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 wk</td>
<td>6.10 ± 5.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. stress-induced overeating episodes</td>
<td>Baseline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 wk</td>
<td>0.74 ± 1.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. anxiety-induced overeating episodes</td>
<td>Baseline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 wk</td>
<td>0.68 ± 1.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean stress rating</td>
<td>Baseline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 wk</td>
<td>2.58 ± 1.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean anxiety rating</td>
<td>Baseline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 wk</td>
<td>2.04 ± 1.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proportion of instances where stress was high</td>
<td>Baseline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 wk</td>
<td>0.19 ± 0.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proportion of instances where anxiety was high</td>
<td>Baseline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 wk</td>
<td>0.11 ± 0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. dietary temptations</td>
<td>Baseline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 wk</td>
<td>10.26 ± 7.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proportion of instances where participant did not eat tempting food (self-control)</td>
<td>Baseline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 wk</td>
<td>0.33 ± 0.29</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

P values for between-group difference are presented. Values are presented as mean ± SD. High stress or anxiety was defined as ≥5 on 1–7 Likert scale. Results are for the intent-to-treat sample, with all available data included in the analysis.
noted that a similar pattern of findings resulted when high stress/anxiety was coded as scores more than 1 SD from the participant-level mean.

**Anxiety or stress-induced overeating.** Results did not suggest significant effects of the intervention on stress-induced overeating ($P = 0.61$) or anxiety-induced overeating ($P = 0.81$). Moderators of potential effects were explored (BMI, stress, anxiety), but none reached statistical significance ($P > 0.40$).

**Food cravings, dietary temptations, and self-control when tempted.** Longitudinal models showed a significant effect of treatment group on the temptation to overeat, with lower odds of temptation among EX versus CON ($P = 0.002$). However, although the odds of a temptation were lower in EX versus CON, the mean intensity of the dietary temptations was higher among EX participants ($P < 0.001$). Furthermore, although not significant ($P = 0.08$), EX participants were more likely to exhibit self-control (i.e., not eat the tempting food; OR, 2.02). These associations were not moderated by BMI, stress, or anxiety ($P > 0.45$). Finally, food cravings over the 14-d EMA period were no different between EX and CON ($P = 0.79$).

**DISCUSSION**

This randomized trial sought to examine the effect of 12 wk of exercise training on eating behaviors among women who self-identified as eating more than usual in response to stress at baseline. Throughout the study, compliance to the exercise prescription was excellent, and at 12 wk, EX participants experienced an increase in dietary restraint and a reduction in disinhibited eating (driven by internal disinhibition) when compared with a no-exercise control condition. Exercise participants were also less likely to overeat, and there was a trend suggesting that they were more likely to exhibit self-control when faced with tempting foods (i.e., not eat the tempting food), despite the fact that no dietary instructions were provided throughout the trial. Overall, these findings suggest that the effect of exercise on weight control may extend beyond the energy expenditure of the exercise itself and may in part be due to favorable changes in eating-related constructs that are known to be associated with successful weight control efforts.

Maladaptive eating behaviors that are observed in response to emotional states (e.g., stress-induced overeating or disinhibited eating) can be detrimental to weight control efforts, particularly among women who are overweight or obese (40,41). The current study found that 12 wk of exercise training reduced disinhibited eating in EX but not CON, suggesting an increased ability to resist urges to eat in response to stimuli, despite satiation. Specifically, this difference was driven by internal disinhibition, which represents the tendency to eat in response to negative thoughts, feelings, or sensations, which has been shown to be more strongly correlated with treatment response within weight loss programs, as compared with external disinhibition (40). The magnitude of reduction in internal disinhibition observed via 3 months of exercise training is approximately half of that which was observed in a 6-month, acceptance-based behavioral weight loss program, which specifically targeted individuals with high baseline levels of internal disinhibition and produced a mean weight loss of 8.7% (42). Interestingly, in the current study, this improvement in internal disinhibition was observed despite no dietary recommendations being provided and a much smaller observed weight loss (1.1% of initial body weight).

In contrast to disinhibition, dietary restraint represents the conscious restriction of food intake in an effort to manage weight. In today’s society, powerful environmental and social stimuli, and the presence of highly palatable foods can trigger hedonic eating; thus, restrained eating may be important for weight control efforts. Previous research indicates that dietary restraint increases throughout a behavioral weight loss program and that higher restraint is associated with improved short- and long-term weight loss success (43). Although the magnitude of increase in dietary restraint that was observed as a result of 12 wk of exercise is less than that which is typically observed in behavioral weight loss programs that include both diet and exercise instruction (44), the current findings provide additional evidence for the favorable effect of exercise on this important weight-related eating behavior.

A strength of this study was the assessment of participants over a 14-d period, in real time, and under free living conditions. On average, study participants engaged in approximately eight overeating episodes during the baseline monitoring period (26% of all reported eating episodes), and when faced with a tempting food, they only exhibited self-control approximately one-third of the time (i.e., did not eat the tempting food); both of which indicate the presence of maladaptive eating behaviors in the studied sample. However, after 12 wk of exercise training, the proportion of eating episodes that were characterized as overeating was significantly lower among EX relative to CON, and there was a trend such that EX was also more likely to exhibit self-control. These findings are promising and indicate that among women with overweight or obesity, regular exercise may have a favorable effect on eating patterns that can be detrimental to weight control efforts. Interestingly, the effect of EX on overeating was primarily driven by “unplanned” eating, which is not surprising given that exercise training also increased dietary restraint. It is possible that exercise improved appetite regulation, making one less susceptible to nonappetitive internal (e.g., emotional) or external (i.e., environmental) cues that could trigger unplanned eating episodes. However, additional research is warranted to better understand why regular exercise may reduce unplanned eating and the potential effect that this may have on body weight. Future studies should seek to better understand why, in the current study, the effect of exercise training on overeating was primarily observed among those with a lower BMI (<35 kg·m$^{-2}$). One possible explanation is that those with a higher BMI may experience more negative affective responses to an exercise bout (45). Given that affect can influence eating behaviors, future studies should examine affective responses to exercise as one contributing factor. Finally, it is unclear whether similar findings would be observed with a different dose or intensity of exercise or within the context of a
behavioral weight control intervention; additional research in this area is warranted.

Although weight change was not a primary outcome measure in the current study, it is still important to note that, on average, EX lost 1.3 kg more than CON, which was not statistically significant. Previous research indicates that the effect of exercise on body weight is typically only 2–3 kg (46). Moreover, based on the energy expenditure of the objectively confirmed exercise in the current study, a mean weight loss of 2.0 kg would have been expected, suggesting that a small degree of energy compensation may have occurred in response to the exercise training. This is somewhat surprising given exercise training reduced overeating episodes, improved disinhibited eating, and led to participants giving into fewer dietary temptations. However, it is possible that exercise led to an increase in total energy intake, which could have been driven by increases in hunger or other factors not assessed in the current study (e.g., increased portion sizes at meals, more frequent snacking, or changes in the macronutrient composition of meals). Future studies could consider comparing EMA methods used in the current study to dietary self-monitoring records to better understand potential associations with portion sizes, meal timing, and frequency.

Also, given that exercise has been shown to exhibit a greater effect during weight loss maintenance (47), future studies should assess the effect of exercise-related improvements in disinhibited eating and overeating on long-term weight control.

Despite the aforementioned effects of exercise training on important eating behaviors, there were also several findings that were contrary to our hypotheses. First was the lack of the effect of exercise training on stress, as assessed via EMA ratings. Results indicate no difference in stress over time as a result of condition, but EX was more likely to have a high stress score at 12 wk relative to CON. Given that previous research clearly indicates that high levels of exercise are associated with lower stress and that exercise training can reduce stress (18,48), it is uncertain why these findings were not in the hypothesized direction. This is especially surprising given that exercise training lowered anxiety and reduced the probability of having a high anxiety score in the current sample, which is in the direction of that hypothesized for stress. One possibility for these discordant findings is that the act of striving to achieve the exercise goals to appease the research staff may have induced stress, thereby negating the positive effect that exercise typically has on stress. Another possibility could be attributed to the low levels of stress observed at baseline, thereby allowing little room for improvement in stress as a result of exercise training. These low levels of reported stress and few instances of “high stress” (15% at baseline) also made it difficult to examine whether exercise could reduce stress-induced overeating. On average, there was only one stress-induced overeating episode observed per person at baseline, thereby making it difficult to ascertain whether exercise training could buffer against this effect. This is surprising given that all study participants were women (a subgroup more likely to endorse stress eating compared with men [33,34], and that all women endorsed overeating in response to stress on the eligibility screener. Nonetheless, this is a limitation of the current research. Future studies seeking to examine the effect of exercise on stress-induced overeating should not only recruit individuals who endorse eating more in response to stress but also consider recruiting only individuals with high stress, or utilizing data collection methods that would capture additional moments of high stress (e.g., real-time assessment of heart rate variability, as this has been shown to be associated with autonomic nervous system activity associated with stress [49]).

While there are many strengths to the current study, including the use of EMA methodology, supervised exercise training with objectively confirmed exercise adherence to unsupervised visits, and the use of a population at greatest risk for stress-induced overeating, there are additional limitations. First, this study was limited to women and it is therefore unclear whether findings would be replicated in men, particularly those who endorse stress eating. Second, because of higher-than-anticipated attrition rates, and fewer overeating episodes and stress-induced overeating episodes at baseline, this study was slightly underpowered for these primary outcomes (78% and 71% power, respectively). Third, although the dose of exercise training was above national PA recommendations for improved health (≥150 min·wk⁻¹), it was below that recommended for weight control (≥250 min·wk⁻¹) (50); thus, future studies should examine whether similar findings are observed with higher doses of exercise. Alternatively, investigators could also consider matching participants on energy expenditure rather than total exercise minutes, as energy expenditure in this study likely varied between participants. However, prescribing exercise based on energy expenditure would limit translatability of findings (i.e., exercise is typically prescribed in minutes per week and not calories expended per week); thus, the pros and cons of this approach should first be considered. In addition, given that this was an efficacy trial (not an effectiveness trial), participants were compensated for exercise compliance. Although we believe that the provision of compensation aided in our excellent adherence to the exercise prescription, it is also possible that compensation was a motivating factor for participants, potentially affecting study findings. Future effectiveness trials are warranted. Finally, this study is limited in that menstrual cycle was not assessed as part of the current protocol, precluding the examination of hormonal influence (e.g., progesterone) on hedonic eating in this sample of women. Changes in menstrual function resulting from the 12-wk exercise program or differences in menstrual cycle phase during EMA assessment periods may have also affected study findings. Future studies should consider assessing and controlling for hormonal and menstrual cycle.

In conclusion, this randomized trial assessed the effects of 12 wk of exercise training on eating behaviors in a population at increased risk for hedonic eating. Compliance to the exercise prescription was excellent, and CON participants were equally compliant, not altering their PA, thereby creating a necessary and significance difference in PA between groups to adequately address the proposed research questions. Findings reveal that exercise training had a favorable effect on internal disinhibition, dietary restraint, and overeating episodes, all of which have been
shown to be important for weight control. These findings add to the existing literature and suggest that chronic exercise may indirectly influence energy balance via effects on eating behaviors among women who are overweight or obese.
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